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Abstract--- Recommender systems became extraordinarily common in recent years. Companies, such as Amazon 

or eBay, developed an outsized variety product to fulfill totally different desires of customers. There an increasing 

variety of choices, measure out to the customers. Thus, during this new level of customization, so as to search out 

what they actually need, customers should frame a model or method from outsized quantity of data provided by 

businesses. One answer to ease this drawback is recommender systems. On one hand, traditional systems 

recommend things supported totally different criteria, such as the past preference of users or user profiles. On the 

another hand, deep learning techniques deliver the goods promising performance in numerous areas, like pc Vision, 

Audio Recognition and language process. However, applications of deep learning in recommender systems haven't 

been well explored. Many progressive deep recommendation systems are discussed in this analysis. 

Keywords--- Customization, Audio Recognition, Deep Learning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During the last decade, the variability and range of merchandise and services provided by companies has 

multiplied dramatically. Corporations manufacture an oversized range of merchandise to meet the requirements of 

consumers. Though this provides a lot of choices to customers, it makes more durable for them to method the 

massive quantity of knowledge provided by corporations. Recommender systems are designed to assist customers by 

introducing merchandise or services. These merchandise and services are probably most well-liked by them 

supported user preferences, needs, and get history. Applications of counseled systems embody these days, many 

folks use recommender systems in their standard of living like on-line searching, reading articles, and look movies. 

Recommender systems design is to assist customers by introducing new services or products. These services and 

products are most well-liked by them depending on user preferences, needs, and invoice history. Application of this 

system, many folks use this system in their standard of living like on-line looking, reading articles, and looking 

movies. Enormous increase in web usage permits individuals to be convenient on the web, however individuals are 

also nagged by the matter of “data overload”, that produces individuals troublesome to search out the important 

results to fulfill their search from the large data. Recommendation system [1], effective tool to handle the matter of 

knowledge or data overload, has attracted the eye of researchers. Recommendation system is categorized into three 

main components: user model, product model and recommendation. User model is to acquire, represent and store 

user‟s information, which may be obtained in two options: By rating and thumbs-up (explicit) and therefore by the 
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search history and accessed records (implicit). Product model focus on to the features of the product, like image-

based recommendation system got to specialise in a minimum of colours, texture and form. Recommendation 

formula primarily discovers the user‟s preferences and interests by mining the history information, and suggests the 

similar merchandise to the user. A lot of and a lot of researchers focus on recommendation algorithms and commit 

to the accuracy of customized recommendation. 

The six categories of recommender systems are Collaborative Recommender system, Content-based 

recommender system, Demographic based recommender system, Utility based recommender system, Knowledge 

based recommender system and Hybrid recommender system. 

Collaborative Recommender System 

It‟s the foremost kind when, most generally enforced and most mature technologies that's accessible within the 

market. Collaborative recommender systems collect ratings or recommendations of objects, acknowledge 

commonalities between the users on the premise of their ratings, and generate new recommendations supported 

inter-user comparisons. Advantage of this techniques is that it is utterly freelance of any machine-readable 

illustration of the objects being counseled and work well for advanced objects wherever variations in style are 

accountable for abundant of the variation in preferences. This filtering is predicated on the belief that folks UN 

agency in agreement within the past can agree within the future which they'll like similar quite objects as they 

likeable within the past. Many approaches like [2-5], are based on Collaborative Filtering (CF) technique. 

Collaborative filtering techniques can be divided into two major approaches [11]:  

 Memory Based approaches 

 Model Based approaches  

1) Memory based Approach 

Memory-based approach analyzes all user or item data to predict recommendations and can be categorized into 

groups: CF techniques, Content-Based (CB) techniques and hybrid techniques. CF recommends items used by 

similar users in the past; based on social, community-driven data. CB recommends items based on past 

recommendation of the learner considering individual information and ignoring recommendation from other users. 

A hybrid recommendation system combine CF (or social-based) techniques with CB (or information-based) 

techniques. Depending on information availability it will switch from CF to CB [12]. In memory-based CF, 

prediction contains three steps. The flow goes on similarity evaluation, generation of nearest neighborhoods and 

score prediction. Evaluation of the CF system considers the mean absolute error (MAE), precision and recall. The 

CF performance differs by process of each step[12].  
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2) Model Based Approach 

It‟s a user rating behavior theoretical model. Predictions are made based on available rating data but not based on 

raw rating data. predictions based on four partitioning-based clustering will lead to higher scalability and accuracy 

compared with random partitioning[10].  

Content-based recommender system 

During this approach, the objects primarily segregated by their relevant features. This type recommender system 

matches the interest of a new user, by the features matched with the objects for which user rating available. 

It‟s essentially a search-key specific; here search keys are used to elaborate the features.  

Collaborative Modeling [6] used to give recommendation to articles. Using Gaussian distribution, system frames 

a model for user and item latent features whereas topic distribution is used to generate item reviews. Relevant 

features and aspects collected from user and item reviews, [7] holds user information with a mix between 

Collaborative filtering and features primarily based opinion mining. Use hand-crafted textual or user-relevant 

features if these types of reviews not available. [8] is a probabilistic model based on topic modeling and 

collaborative filtering. This model reveals sentiments and aspects of users and items. But, it doesn't incorporate 

ratings throughout modeling reviews. [9] at the same time exploits ratings and user and item reviews. Scalability and 

handling new users is the challenge for this model. Lexical similarity is used to predict textual similarity for the 

above models. Reviews of different words but semantically related can‟t be similar. Due to diverse vocabulary of 

English and two reviews with low lexical overlap can be semantically similar. When we analyze the above works, 

bag-of-words are used to represent the reviews. Therefore, ordination existed in reviews haven't been preserved. 

Demographic based Recommender System 

The main motive of this system is to classify the users build on attributes and create recommendations build on 

demographic classes. Several industries have taken this type of approach as it‟s not that advanced and 

straightforward to implement. In Demographic-based recommender system the algorithms would like a 

correct marketing research within the fixed region attended with a brief survey to assemble information for 

classification. Demographic techniques create “people-to-people” correlations like collaborative ones, 

however use completely different data. The advantage of a demographic approach is that it doesn't need a history of 

user ratings like that in collaborative and content based recommender systems. 

Utility based Recommender System 

Utility based recommender system suggests computation of the utility of every object for the user. 

Drawback for this kind of system is the way to produce a utility for individual users. In utility 

based system, each business can employ a distinct technique for reaching at a user specific utility function and 

implementing it to the objects into consideration. Merits of employing this system are that it will classify non-

product attributes, like reliability of vender and merchandise handiness, into the utility computation. This makes 

it potential to envision real time inventory of the article and show it to the user. 
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Knowledge based Recommender System 

This  system counsels objects supported inferences a couple of user‟s preferences and their wish. Knowledge 

based recommendation apply on useful data: they would like knowledge concerning however a specific item meets a 

specific user need, and may so reason concerning the link between a desire and a potential recommendation. 

Hybrid Recommender System 

Hybrid Recommender system can be a combination of the above systems in a very manner that suits a 

specific business is thought as. This is often the foremost kind when Recommender system that several firms take 

care of, because it combines the strengths of over two Recommender system and conjointly eliminates any weakness 

that exist once just one recommender system s employed. The combination is like: 

 Weighted Hybrid Recommender: From the output of available recommendation system the score will be 

computed. P-Tango system combines with equal weightage of collaborative and content 

based recommendation systems in the beginning, however bit by bit adjusting the coefficient as 

predictions concerning the user ratings will be decided. Pazzani‟s combination hybrid doesn‟t use numeric 

scores however rather treats the output of every recommender as a collection of votes in combination with 

consensus scheme. 

 Switching Hybrid Recommender: Depending upon particular criterion this model switches between different 

recommendations techniques. Let us assume to mix collaborative and content based technique then this 

model will give first preference to content based if it not suits well then only it will move on to the other 

technique. 

 Mixed Hybrid Recommender: We should always select Mixed recommender systems to form an oversized 

variety of recommendations at the same time. Users have to select their own from recommendation provided 

by more than one model. The PTV system, primarily a program to recommend customers for TV viewing, 

developed by Smyth and Cotter is employed by the bulk of the media and recreation firms. 

Datasets 

 The Image Recommender [13] Dataset: From Flickr dataset (image and user‟s information) contains 

101,496 images, 54,173 users, 6,439 groups and 35,844 tags. Users that have less than 40 or more than 200 

favorite images are filtered out from testing in consideration of the inactivity and different interests of user. 

To get the accurate training data, users have interests in less than 80 or more than 280 clusters are filtered 

out from training. Finally, there are 8,616 users for training and 15,023 users for testing. For each user, 20 

images are selected randomly from favorite images and the remaining kept for testing. 

 The Music Recommender [14] Dataset: Million Song Dataset [15] consists of audio features and metadata 

of a million popular music tracks. Users with more than 1000 played songs and 1,500 song identifiers most 

played songs are selected in consideration of the mismatches between song ID and metadata, and the size of 

the dataset. The filtered dataset has 65,327 triplets. 

 The E-Commerce Recommender [16] Dataset: E-Commerce Recommender [16] Dataset collects from the 

net log of June 1st, 2015 of the Kaola e-commerce system. It persists 232,326 records, 37,667 unique users, 
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and 1584 different items. They can be grouped into 27,985 sessions: 60% sessions for training; 20% 

sessions for validation; and the rest for testing.  

 The Tag-Aware Recommender [17] Dataset: In the experiments, two real web datasets are evaluated: 

Last.fm and Del.icio.us [18]. Last.fm dataset is from online music system, which permits users to tag music 

tracks and artists. Second dataset is a collection of a popular social bookmarking system Del.icio.us, which 

permits users to tag individual net bookmarks. To decrease the computation, tags are used more than 5 times 

in Last.Fm and selected in Del.icio.us 15 times. Moreover, 80% of the dataset is training data, and the other 

20% is testing data.  

II. CONCLUSION 

Widespread areas of application of recommender system, such as music, video, social network, etc., 

recommender system are a challenging task. Now a day, a trend of the research is to address the challenge by 

framing deep neural networks and learning the latent data features in order to model the relevancy of data. 

Traditional method constructs handcrafted features for recommendation based on domain knowledge, which is time-

consuming, inefficient, the sparsity problem and cold-start problem. Data driven deep learning models are able to 

find features from raw data automatically. Here, we discussed about different types of recommender systems. 

Overall, due to the traditional recommendation approaches limitation, the importance of content information has not 

been discovered fully. Deep learning technique advantages can be used in modeling different kinds of data, deep 

recommender systems can better realise what users need and increase recommendation quality. 
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